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No impact man chapter summary

As many of you have read in Chapter 1. Colin Bevan has always been a friend of the environment, but understands how alarmed he is by the lifestyles of most Americans with so many environmental issues. He's a history writer, but decides he wants to start writing about a lot of environmental issues and
what Americans do with the planet. However, he understands that he can't tell people how to live a more environmentally friendly life when he's not doing his best to be environmentally friendly either. Do you think you would have what it takes to realize serious environmental issues? And if so, do you
think you'll be able to make the decision to become No Impact Man? In Chapter 4, Beavan argues that it is necessary that Americans change their habit of creating too much waste without depriving themselves of happiness, helping themselves and the planet. American culture can no longer support, (pg.
66) the way they live with all the waste. No longer functional habits, do not entail self-deprivation (200). The debris that Americans create is damage, these almost blind turtles, and what is happening to life on this planet is an early warning sign of what is to go (pg.55). (Chapter 4 sg. 51-72 No Man's
Impact) Continue reading the main storyExcerptChapter 1: How Schlub Like Me shuffled into a stunt like this For one year, my wife, baby daughter, and I, while in the middle of New York, tried to live without making any clean environmental impact. In the end, this meant that we did everything we could to
create no garbage (so there is no takeaway food), do not cause carbon dioxide emissions (so there is no driving or flying), do not pour toxins into the water (so there is no washing detergent), do not buy products from distant lands (so there are no New Zealand fruit). Not to mention: no elevators, no
subway, no products in packaging, no plastics, no air conditioners, no TV, no shopping anything new... But before we get into it all, I have to explain what made me become The No Impact Man. For a start, I'm going to tell a story that's more of a recognition, pre-changing my ways, a sedimented son, a
mea-culpa kind of thing. The story begins with a deal I went to with my wife Michelle. In the background: Michelle has grown all of Amex's daddy gold and taxi company charge bill and huge boats and three country clubs and pledges allegiance to the flag. I, on the other hand, grew all the long hair to my
shoulders, designer labels are silly, wish I was old enough to be draft dodger and take LNG, alternative training, short on cash, save whales and we don't want to be rich anyway because we hate materialism. Once, while visiting my mother's house in Westport, Massachusetts, Michelle lay on a bed in my
former bedroom and stared at the ugly foam ceiling tiles. You know, I grew up with a much nicer ceiling than you, she said. What appeared to be her facial expression seemingly explained My best friend, Tanner, Tanner, once called me to tell me that his therapist said he despaired of Michelle and Colin's
differences. Why therapist Tanner analyzed my marriage was a matter better left for Tanner to study in his next session, but the fact is that Michelle and I had a lot to negotiate. And the story I'm telling here has nothing to do with one of our negotiations. For my part, I agreed to put up with the cacophony
that comes with Michelle watching back-to-back episodes of Bridezilla, The Bachelor, and all the other trash-talk TV. I hate reality TV. Michelle gave way, on her trading spurs, not to buy anything from or even trimmed with fur. It was a compromise. Michelle liked a little fur. Not long fur coats per se, but fur
hats and fur rounding and so on. Michelle was a daily Candy girl, Marc Jacobs is a white stella handbag girl, a kind of sex and city Carrie Bradshaw grows up, marries, and has a baby girl. On the other hand, call me, but I felt bad every time I saw one of those raccoons or opossums with their guts spilled
out on Palisades Parkway. I also felt bad for animals being killed for nothing but their skins. Nevertheless, I managed to free, then, my leather shoes from my concern that humanity puts vanity before kindness to animals. In the cold glare of my own I Want To Buy, my disdain for designer labels and all
consumerism has become a bit, let's just say, meaty. I was the type of guy who bought for fifty-two-game television and then thought he was rebelling against consumerism because he bought a reduced floor model. I don't mean I was absolutely nothing liberal. I actually eded to Pennsylvania to canvass
voters in the 2000 and 2004 elections. Reviews are MoveOn.org if they ask me for it. I tried to take some kind of attitude vice in my daily meetings and generally avoid causing harm. After 9/11, I volunteered for the World Trade Center site. I even prayed for George W. Bush, on the fact that hating him had
just created a hateful world. The question was, given the state of world affairs, whether I shouldn't have asked more about myself. A few months after our TV and fur talks, Michelle offered an entirely new, thousand-dollar, white-fox shawl girlfriend whose father is a furie in Michelle's hometown,
Minneapolis. It's free, and the fox is already dead, michelle's reasoning went. It's not one fox, it's ten, it's mine gone. I have already suffered from your free bad television and we have an agreement on this, I said. But these are your standards, Michelle replied. Then came her trump card: I want to discuss
it on couple therapy. Not that we actually went to couple therapy. What really happened, I would sometimes fall during one of Michelle's sessions with her own therapist. Anyway, I stick out to the Upper East Side office and Michelle explained the situation. Free fox shawl, on the one hand. No fur, with
Colin is standard. Why, Michelle asked, should I follow his ethics? When the therapist turned to me and said, Colin? I surprised them both by saying michelle could buy all the fur she wants. Except, I said, there's one condition for my release of her from our agreement - and here's the part where I look like
a jerk - namely that Michelle read aloud certain excerpts of PETA's fur trade brochure, which I highlighted in green. I can read them when I go home,' Michelle said. No, I said. The sport she is, Michelle grabbed the papers, cleared her throat and began reading. Two results came from all this: First,
Michelle decided she didn't want to buy fur anymore because she actually has the greatest heart known to humanity, and because we're nowhere near as different from within as we seem on the outside. Secondly - and here's the meaning of the story - I showed myself to be a smug little jerk. I mobilized
my intellectual and compelling resources to force someone else to change her behavior, and remained, I saw, utterly complacent about her own. It's true that I sometimes tried to change the world, but I thought my political views too often were about changing other people like Michelle, and too rarely
about changing myself. I made a mistake in thinking that condemning other people's misconduct somehow made me virtuous. I would become, I realized, a member of this class of liberals who allowed themselves to slide down the road with too few political gestures and lifestyle concessions, and then
spent the rest of their energy feeling superior to other people who supposedly don't do as much. A year or so later, news of global warming began to come. I mean, it's been for twenty years, but somehow it hasn't entered my liberal consciousness. We cannot maintain such a way of life, scientists said, the
world cannot support it. Ice caps will melt, sea levels will rise, there will be droughts — or, in short, the planet will be made for and millions of people will suffer. Countries around the world negotiated the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework on Climate Change, assigning mandatory greenhouse
gas reduction targets to signatory countries. But the United States, a signatory to the protocol as well as the world's largest producer of greenhouse gases, refused to ratify it. What have I done in light of our country's deaf ear to environmental concerns? Well, if it was spilling rain, I'd say gloom to someone
who listened: I blame George W. Bush for this strange weather. If in the conversation someone said that global warming was just a theory, I would say: In fact, scientists say it's a fact and I would also get a very angry look on my face to show how unwavering I was. And if it was so hot that I felt the need
to turn on both air conditioners, I would sometimes even feel for a moment or two about what I contributed to the problem. Cut to 2006. At the age of forty-two, I have a little girl, Isabella, who is almost alone. We live on Lower Fifth Avenue in Greenwich Village. It's January, but seventy degrees outside.
Mid-winter, and runners run past in shorts. Young women from a nearby NYU dormitory backfed up near my building in tank tops. I'm outside. I'm walking our dog, Frankie. The people around me are happy, but I'm not. I put the key in the front door of my building. I'm walking through the granite lobby. I'll
go in the elevator. The cameraman, Tommy, an older gray-haired man from Greece, says: It's too warm, no? Yes, well, imagine how warm it would be if there was such a thing as global warming - I say. People then still argued about whether global warming existed. Not me. it was around the time I
started feeling really unwell at ease. What I read in the news only confirmed, I believed, what I could already feel in my bones. Summer seemed to switch right into the winter, and then back to summer — the long autumn and spring seasons of my childhood disappeared. I witnessed that December, a
winter storm in which thunder cleave violently and lightning licked a white blanket of snow into an eerie green. Never in my memory of northeastern winters has there ever been thunder and lightning in a snowstorm. Tommy turned ain by my sarcastic remark. He threw the lever forward and the elevator
lured up. After all, what could we do? For the last few months, I've been traveling discussing a book I wrote about a secret Allied operation in France during World War II. For the past few months, in other words, I've been spending my time talking about sixty years worthwhile yesterday when I was really
scared to death of what was happening today. That's what I had on my mind when I rode the elevator that day: I read that Arctic ice melted so fast that polar bears were drowning as they tried to swim, which became hundreds of miles between ice flosses in search of food. The researchers knew this



because they found their limbi white bodies ingring on waves in the middle of the sea. What's worse: Sometimes, too, desperate in their hunger, polar bears cannibalized each other's young. We burn too much fossil fuels, the sky is covered with carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, the planet
warms up, ice caps melt, polar bears can't get to their food, they eat each other's babies. You've heard it all before. But then, in 2006, it was news, at least to me. What really filled me with despair, however, was that I didn't believe that a way of life that steadily destroyed the planet even made us happy. It
would be one thing if we woke up the morning after a big party, saw that we had trashed our house, but could at least say we had a good rip-roaring time. But if I had to generalize, I would say that, on average, the 6.5 billion people who share this globe are nowhere near as happy as they could be.
Leaving aside people who have severely limited access to food and clean drinking water, so many people I knew, both in New York and elsewhere in the global consumer culture, were unhappy with the lives they worked to get - the lives they had to want. Many of us work so hard that we don't get to
spend enough time with the people we love and that's why we feel isolated. We don't really believe in our work, and that's why we feel like prostitutes. The boss doesn't need our most pressing talents, and so we feel unfulfilled. We have too little connection to something bigger, and so we don't make
sense. Those of us were fortunate enough to compensate these victims well to be distracted by expensive toys and adventures — big cars and boats and plasma TV and world travel in planes. But while consolation prizes temporarily distract us from our dissatisfaction, they never really take it away. And,
moreover, I thought in the elevator on that unspeakably warm day, not only have so many of us found that we work our years away to maintain a lifestyle that we don't really like, but we wake up to the fact - I hope - that same way of life is killing the planet. Thanks to global warming, we hear the planet is
facing, among other things, plagues of malaria, monsoons and hurricanes with unprecedented power and frequency, and rising sea levels that will cause the u.S. destruction of people's homelands. What things will have to be thinking about. Back on that summer's day in the middle of winter, I seemed to
hit the bottom. At first I thought it was about the state of the world. The room was quite big and comfortable. I complained to anyone who would listen, telling people we lived in an emergency. But as far as I complained, I lived and acted as if everything was ok. I just gave my usual working life. Wake up,
take daughter Isabella to the nanny, spend the day, writes, picks her up, watches TV, starts leaning in. I didn't feel like I could do anything about world problems. After all, if the government hadn't done anything, what could I have done? Write another history book? But is that what I wanted from myself? Is
that something I was willing to accept? So that I can be in a state of despair and do absolutely nothing about it? Did I really get to the bottom with the state of the world? Or did I get to the bottom with my state of self-imposed helplessness? For some reason that warm winter day in the elevator, I suddenly
realized that my problem really couldn't be the state of the world. My problem was my inaction. I was worried about something and didn't do anything about it. I wasn't sick of the world. I was sick of myself. I was sick of my comfortable and easy pretence of helplessness. Tommy brought the lift to a stop on
the ninth floor where Live. It was just an elevator ride. It was only a couple of seconds away. It was just a day when it is seventy degrees, when there should be thirty. But I suddenly had this question: Am I really helpless? Is it true that a guy like me can't make a difference? Or am I just too lazy or scared
to try? The winter jump hit summer - another missing spring - and I had lunch with my literary agent Eric Simonoff. We went to lighthouse in midtown Manhattan, where many publishing types meet. Glasses clinched. Colleagues nod. We were there to discuss my next book project. I can't write history
anymore,' I tell him. Don't tell me you want to write novels, he says. Eric used to help people like me spit life out of our writing. No, I don't want to write novels - I say, and then I run into my dinner-party rant about global warming. I inform poor Eric, who was just trying to enjoy his lunch, that while reports
poured into the howls of urgency of our environmental problems, government and big business are only moving at a snail's pace, if at all. We need, say, urgent reports to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80 percent by at least 2050 to prevent global warming from getting out of control. Instead of
acting, companies like Exxon are using stealth PR tactics to discredit organizations trying to warn us. Meanwhile, politicians are trying to change global warming as a theory, not a fact. I doubted then that a Democrat in the White House would move a whole hell of a lot faster on the environment. In the
voting booth, whether you're pulling a red pen or a blue pen, you always pull the handle of big business. And big business hasn't exactly filled the war chests of politicians with millions of dollars doing something about global warming. What are we doing with our planet, Eric? I cried and continued my
rebellion. A sailboat ride west of Hawaii will soon allow you to crash through a giant patch of floating plastic debris, twice the size of the continental United States circling around itself in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Or you can go fishing and come up empty-handed in one of the 14,000 Canadian lakes
that no longer support marine life, thanks to acid rain. Or try going for a walk in the woods, hoping to see some birds, but instead of coming face-to-face with a large yellow bulldozer in the 32 million acres of forest we cut around the world every year to make toilet paper and disposable coffee cups. Then
there's what we do for ourselves. Here in New York, for example, every fourth kid living in the South Bronx suffers from asthma, resulting mostly from the exhaust of trucks that take out the garbage of New Yorkers. Meanwhile, experts believe a range of health problems including lung disease, infertility,
disease breast cancer, prostate cancer and childhood autism, to name but a few related to the unbreakable amounts of toxic chemicals we have erupted into our air, air, and soil. (Continues...) (Continues...)
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